
To wait for a recovery from a short blackout

It delays the time to turn off 
the power supply after shut down.

- Windows Server 2008(x86/x64) 

- Windows Server 2008 Server

                                   Core(x86/x64) 

- Windows Server 2003 R2(x86/x64)

- Windows Vista(x86)

- Windows XP(x86)

- Windows 2000 SP4(x86)(IE5.01 or later)

OS specification

CCC stands for China Compulsory Certification, which new certification is 
publicized from AQSIQ (State General Administration of the People's 
Republic of China for Quality Supervision and Inspection and Quarantine) 
and CNCA (Certification and Accreditation Administration of the People's 
Republic of China) due to China's reexamination of forced certification by 
WTO affiliate country.

Notice
Requests to acquire CCC Standard for export commodity to 

China has been increasing. Nipron's products shown on the 

right has certified CCC Standard.

Nonstop ATX PSU
eNSP3-450P-S20-H*V

ATX PSU
PCSA-370P-X2S

1U size ATX PSU
PC1U-300P-E2S

ATX PSU
ePCSA-500P-X2*

SFX size PSU
PCSF-350P-X2S1

2U size ATX PSU
PC2U-530P-X2S

CCC standard certified products

Application software
Mi-Pack II Manager

Battery pack
BS22A-H24/2.0L

Nonstop power supply
eNSP3-450P-S20-H*V

Display battery Life span & Condition!Display battery Life span & Condition!

Server's automatic operation is possible.Server's automatic operation is possible.

http：//www.nipron.co.jp/ Search  Mi-Pack II from Top page

Adoption example

TOSHIBA server

MAGNIA LiTE41SE

URL:www.magnia.toshiba.co.jp

Intelligence Battery PackIntelligence Battery Pack

"Mi-Pack II Manager""Mi-Pack II Manager"

M O R E  I N F O R M AT I O N  

Life span based on changes of features

a. changes of inner resistance 

b. changes of unbalance voltage when discharging

Life span based on use frequency and 

total time 

c. depth of cycle discharge 

d. total discharge capacity and depth of discharge

e. ambient temperature

f. total time after the start of using  

When difference between default 

value and present value exceeds 

the fixed value

e-mail is delivered to 

max. 5 addressesAmong the values gained by c 

through f, the one with the smallest 

value is mainly used to display the 

remaining time.

When the lifetime expires, an alarm is 

delivered and can be monitored as 

event information.

Judgment

For normal settings, use weekly setting. For special day such as public 

holiday and new year, use daily setting and modify or cansel the set-up time.

Email information

Remaining

capacity

   PC monitor display function
1. Battery voltage (unit: 0.1V)

2. Discharging current (unit: 0.1V)

3. Battery temperature (unit: 0.1 deg C)

4. Ambient temperature (unit: 0.1 deg C)

5. Life span based on depth of cycle discharge (unit: year/month)

6. Life span based on ambient temperature (unit: year/month)

7. Life span based on total discharge capacity (unit: year/month)

8. Life span based on time after the start of using (unit: year/month)

9. Log data display

System flowchart

Remaining

life span

Event log display

Monitor screen structure and operation (monitor)

Monitor screen structure and operation (Scheduling)

Error message

display box

Blackout

Power supply (eNSP3-450P)

- Blackout-sensing circuit operates
- AC_FAIL signal is delivered

- FAN malfunction
- FAN_M signal

Confirming blackout OS shutdown

PC system (Mi-Pack II Manager)

- Receiving PWR_OK signal
- PC start up

- Receiving start up signal
- Delivering PS_ON# signal

- Receiving BATT LOW
- OS shutdpwn process

Error message is written
on the monitor display

- Receiving PS_ON# signal

- Power supply output starts up

Delivering PWR_OK signal

Timer delay (between 0-600 sec)

Battery pack Mi-Pack II

Timer delay (between 0-600 sec)

Calender/

schedule

function

BATT LOW alarm

Various
alarm function

Delivering start up signal

OS shutdown process

Delivering PS_ON# signal

Delivering OS shutdown signal

Monitor display outputVarious alarm signal

Processing glitches

Announce the blackout via email through the internet

Gives notice for battery's life span, so periodical replacement of the battery pack will not be needed.
It may possibly be used for more than 7 years without battery replacement.

Power supply shuts down 
after receiving PS_ON# signal

- An error information is delivered via email. 

- RS-232C is equipped for external

  communication.

The scheduled 

day is shown with 

bold text

Up to 300 sets of 

data are shown 

on the list

Keeps operating from the time of manufacturing, since EEPROM is embedded as an event 

recorder inside the battery pack. It memorizes the event log until the end of use, so it is 

possible to analyze when needed.

Event recorder embedded for analysis

- Start/stop monitoring

- Blackout/recovery occurred

- Battery voltage decreased

- Operate blackout shutdown 

- Application registration

- Application start up failure

- Operate schedule shutdown

- Life span based on time after the start of using

- Life span based on total discharge capacity

- Life span based on ambient temperature

- Life span based on depth of cycle discharge

- Battery voltage difference prediction

- Inner resistance life span prediction

- Power supply fan abnormality/recovery

- Discharging current abnormality/recovery

- Battery pack fan abnormality/recovery

- Battery voltage rise abnormality/recovery

- Battery voltage decline abnormality/recovery

- Battery temperature rise abnormality/recovery

- Charging current abnormality

Using dedicated control software (Mi-Pack II Manager) enable to manage schedules 

in the PC (automatic start-up/shutdown). Not just specific date, you can also setup the schedule per week.

That means, for example, daily start-up/shutdown operation at the work place as personal office if setting schedule 

by fixed day/time. Automatic operation is also available for production line, monitoring system, and others.

NoticeCalculation

PSU with BATT

5 inch bay battery

Blackout

Blackout


